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NOTICE 
Thi5 report was prepared as an account of  Government sponsored 
work. Neither the United States, nor the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA), nor any person acting on 
behalf o f  NASA: 

A.) Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness; 
or usefulness of the information contained in th is 
report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, 
method, or process disclosed in th is report may not 
infringe privately owned rights; OF 

') Assumes any liebiliti 5 with respect ta the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor- 
motion, apparatus, method or process disclosed in  
this report. 

As used above, 'person oeting on behalf of  NASA" includes 
any employee or eontractor of NASA, or employee o f  such con- 
tractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of NASA, 
or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or 
provides access to, any information pursuont to h is  employment 
or contract with NASA, or h is  employment with such contractor. 

Requests for copies of this report should be referred to 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Office of Scientific and Technical Information 
Attention: AFSS-A 
Washington, D.C. 20546 
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PREFACE 

This report describes work being performed under support f rom NASA 
- 

Headquarters, Washington, D. C. under contract NASw-4.516. The pr imary 

objective during this period i s  to explore effects of band structure on total energy 

distribution (TED) measurements of field emitted electrons from clean metals. 

In particular we wish to understand specific perturbations observed on TED 

measurements along certain crystallographic directions and explain these 

effects with specific reference to the bulk electronic band structure. 

, .. . 



INVESTIGATION O F  THE TOTAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION O F  FIELD EMITTED 
ELECTRONS FROM RHENIUM 

Int r o du c t i o n 

Recent reports have dealt entirely with the effects of adsorbed molecules 

on the total energy distribution (TED) of field emitted electrons. 

indicated in previous reports that band structure effects may under certain c i r -  

cumstances, a l ter  the TED obtained from clean metal  surfaces. 

etical and experimental investigations has prompted us to devote this period of 

study to further investigation of the TED obtained from clean metals with emphasis 

being placed on those metals whose band structure might a l ter  the TED obtained 

from that predicted by Fowler-Nordheim ( F N )  field emission theory. 

a r e  believed to have been observed and were reported for both tungsten and molyb- 

denum. Other metals selected for study a r e  those whose band structure has been 

calculated and give some indication that band structure effects might be detected 

in the TED. Another important cri terion which must be taken into account i s  the 

difficulty in fabricating field emission cathodes and the practicality of cleaning 

after fabrication. 

rhenium was chosen because of i t s  availability and familiarity. 

It has been 

1 
Recent theor- 

Such effects 

2 

Of the few metals that fulfill the necessary requirements 

The theory of electron tunneling from metals into vacuum has been in- 

vestigated for some time. Recent work directed towards the inclusion of band 

structure considerations has appeared and has involved several  different but 

probably related effects. 

surface shapes f a r  different f rom those developed from f ree  electron models, 

Itskovitch investigated the influences of Bragg reflections and considered the effects 

of open Fe rmi  surfaces. 

in the case of spherical energy surfaces; that i s ,  f o r  conduction bands where 

energy (E) retains a parabolic relationship with respect to momentum space (g)3 a s  

found in f ree  electron like bands. 

avoiding the assumption of a free electron band shape and considered an approx- 

imate band shape by superposition of a f ree  s like band and a tight binding d band. 

His purpose was to demonstrate that density of states and non-parabolic bands 

Stratton has considered band effects which yield Fermi  
3 

4 
Both Stratton and Ptskovitch have considered Fermi  shapes 

Gadzuk has attempted to explain tunneling by 

5 
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may yield effects in the TED a s  important as  those found in Fermiology consid- 

e rations. 

Recent calculations by Mattheiss have yielded a theoretical model f o r  the 

Fe rmi  surface of rhenium which shows some interesting band structure near the 

Fe rmi  level. The band structure calculated by Nfattheiss for rhenium i s  shown 

in  Figures 1 and 2. 

neglecting spin-orbit coupling and Figure 2 shows them with the effects of spin- 

orbit coupling included. 

spin-orbit coupling since the calculations were car r ied  out using unsymmetrized 

basis functions so  it was not possible to  label the symmetry properties of the 

individual state. 

6 

Figure 1 shows the relativistic energy bands for rhenium 

The individual bands a r e  not labeled in the case of 

6 

Experimental - .  

TED measurements were made in a van Oostrum type analyzer of the type 
1 previously reported. 

changing the internal dipole magnet with a four segment p-ring (quadrupole) s o  that 

deflection could be accomplished by the more convenient electrostatic method. 

For  part of the experiment the tube was altered by ex- 

Two crystal  orientations have been examined. F i r s t  a rhenium emitter 

oriented approximately in the ( 1 O i O )  direction was examined in the magnetic type 

deflection tube. Next a (0001) oriented emitter was examined in the electrostatic 

deflection quadrupole tube. 

timated from the TED curves was less than 40 mV a t  77 K. The second tube 

gave a resolution of about 80 mV at  77 K. These resolution values were ob- 

tained using the cr i ter ia  introduced by Young and Kuyatt of measuring the energy 

difference between the 10 and the 90% points on the TED leading edge. 

The resolution obtained from the f i r s t  tube a s  es -  
0 

0 

A 

7 

Results 

Field emission data obtained can yield some information about the band 

structure of rhenium thrchgh deviations in the shape of the TED curve o r  of 

the FN curve9 o r  through lack of internal mathematical consistency between the 

two curves f rom the predicted behavior a s  derived from classical  field emission 

theory. The most obvious deviations which might be expected to occur in the TED 



4 
curve would be energy shifts in the onset of emission a s  predicted by Itskovitch 

If such and observed by Whitcutt and Blott f rom the ( I l l )  surface of copper. 

a situation occurs in rhenium the most obvious direction would be the (0001) 

since magnitoresistance experiments have exhibited fairly conclusive evidence 

of an open orbit in the Fe rmi  surface in that direction. 8’ 

the calculated intersections of the Fermi  surface with the symmetry planes of 

the Brillouin zone. 

structure. 

1 5  

Figure 3 shows 

Figure 4 shows the Brillouin zone f o r  the hexagonal crystal  

The data obtained from the (0001) direction i s  shown in Figure 50  No 

shift was observed in the onset of emission as the beam was deflected from the 

(0001) direction towards the lower work function a reas  as  shown by the second 

curve in Figure 5. The values of absolute work function (0 ) determined from the 

slope of the TED and FN plots was 5. 8 eV. 

(0 1 f rom F N  plots gave a value of 6. 5 eV, assuming a value of 4. 88 eV for  the 

average work function and that the value of the field factor (P I  for the (0001) 

plane was the same a s  the average. 

TED for the (0001) plane of rhenium over a range of about 0. 5 eV below the 

Fermi  level, which is the limit of detectability. 

e 
A determination of work function 

f 

No obvious structure was detected on the 

Another plane examined was the (IOfO) The TED obtained from this 

plane i s  shown in Figure 6. 

extends f rom about 0. 3 eV to about 0. 4 eV below the Fermi  level. 

the absolute work function (0  ) calculated from this plane was 4, 1 eV ignoring the 

presence of the hump. 

Note the hump present on the distribution that 

The value of 

e 
F N  analysis gave a @ of 5. 8 eV for this plane. 

f 

Discus sion 

The preliminary data obtained from rhenium .indicated an anamalous 

behavior of the electron emission from the (lOn”0) and possibly the (0001) 

directions. 

that the band structure of rhenium may influence the electron emission from these 

plane s 

Such behavior i s  not predicted by F N  field emission theory and suggests 

Since magnitoresistance experiments 8 9 9  show a large open surface along 
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the P A  direction for rhenium i t  w a s  felt that this direction might yield a TED similar  

to  the distribution obtained by Whittcutt and Blu t t  f rom the (1 11) surface of copper. 

Such an effect was not experimeritally observed and closer  examination of the cal-  

culated band s t ructure  of rhenium indicates i t  may not be expected. 

in the r A direction as shown in Figure 1 shows a band labeled A cutting down through 

the Fermi  level arid continuing down f o x  about 10 eV. 

changed when spin-orbit coupling is considered in Figure 2. 

by Mattheiss to  be a result  of a Gp-type state. 

positioned band is calculated and there  appears to be a total band gap in  the region 

near  the Fermi  level. 

this state since de Ha%-van Alphen (dHvA) studies give no indication that this band 

15  

The band structure 

2 
This band remains nearly un- 

This band is assumed 

ln the case of copper no similarly 

There  is  some question a s  to the actual position of 
BO, 18 

The calculations which show this barid 
1 2 , f S  

l ies  above the rhenium F e r m i  level. 

passing through the Fe rmi  level account f o r  the ellipsoidal pocket at r in the Fe rmi  
6 

e surface shown in  Figure 3.. Sirice this piece is a closed surface it should have been 

observed in the dHvA data. 

0. 

'No s t ructure  within 0. 5 e ' V  of the F e r m i  level. was detected on the T E D  

obtai:n.ed from the (0001) d:irec?ion of rhenium a.nd the overall  shape of the curve 

agrees  with classical. FN theory. 

the work.functi.on o f  t'hi,s plane it was found that the absolute work function 

determination. and the F N  method ((b) gave far different results,  

a violati.on of the inter:n.al self corisisre:mcy of FN theory and leads one to investi- 

ga.te ,the possibility of effects of baa.d s t ructure  in  thi.s direction. 

exist  between the band st,ructure in. the (000% 1 direction of rhenium and the (1 P 0) 

di,recti,o:n of tungst:en. 

i.n. these respective di.rec,tion.s. 

s amep  that of rhenium being slightly smal1,er if  th.e band s t ructure  calculations a r e  

accurate. 

ho1.e p0eke.t centered around point :N of reciprocal lattice space, but i,n this case 

a much l a rge r  surface is calculated. 

'However; when an attemp't was made to calculate 

) e 
This indicates 

Some similar i t ies  

Calcu1ation.s in.dicate both metals have a s,mall hole pocket 

The size of these pockets appear to be about the 

Pt is also of interest: to note that mo1,ybde:num exhibits the same type of 

Any effect of this portion of the band s t ructure  

i. on the T E D  o r  F'N analysis f rom these directions can only be surmised  a t  .this 

t ime but should indeed be considered a s  a possi.ble expl.an.ation for observed 
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anomalies o 

The most obvious explanation f o r  the 0. 7 eV difference work function 

calculations between the two methods is the variation of the field factor kp) 
relative to the c rys ta l  direction due to loca l  faceting of crystal  faces.  

difficult to accepr such a large variation of 

It is 

Muller has found variations of 
4 

of the order  of 3% for tungsten and a variation of 7% i o r  rhenium seems very 

large indeed although it should [lot be considered impossible sirice little field 

emission work has been done on hexagonal c lose  packed metals such as rhenium. 

The value of @ found by the absolure method. 4, 8 PV)  is  stiL1 larger  than values 

determined by thermionic methods 65. 6 eli)  and obviates discrepancies due to 

p variations since p is eliminated i n  the carcumtion by the absolute method. 

agreement h r r e  while not good is reasonable and could indicate that (3 may vary 

by as much a s  770. 

The 

f 

The other plane examined which appears to be r ich in band s t ructure  near 

4 
the Fe rmi  level is the (IOfO). 

4 in the r M  direction of Figure 1 shows three s ta tes ;  apparently E,, 1 and 

near  the Fermi level, which come very close to one another although they do not 

c ross  due to the effects of spk-orb i t  coupling (Figure 2). 

small  closed surfaces in that direction. The low vaiue of 4. P t.V obtained for 

An examination of  the energy band for  rhenium 

3 

This may resul t  in some 

compared with rhe relatively large value si 5. 8 eV obtained from P N  analysis 
e 

f o r  0 indicates that the in t e r~ ia l  consistency of the theory is lacking in  deserip- 

tion of work function f rom this direction also.  

TED curve from about 0. 3 eV to about 0. 4 e V  below the Fermi  level. Examination 

f 
A hump was found to occur on the 

of the predicted energy bands shown in Figure L shows a small band gap occurring 

at about 6. 3 e\" below the F e r m i  k v e l  appsoximateiy 0. P eb' wide and may account 

fo r  the hump detected in the T E D  curve. 

c u n c  Busion 

W h i l e  the data presented here  is quite preliminary deviations of electronic 

response from that predicted b y  theory do OLCUP.  

riot appear to be sufficient for  the data obtained f rom the ! l O i O $  and possibly- 

E'S field emission theory does 



'* 
the  (0001) planes of rhenium. 

r ich in  s t racture  near the Fermi  Yevvl i t  is  inviting to attribute anomalous be- 

havior observed to band s t ructure  phenomena. 

there  was no predicted band stsuctuse near zhe Fe rmi  level. seemed to yield 

reasonable a n a l y s i s  by E N  thtury. While i r  is of interest  to correlate analomcuus 

T E D  and F N  resul ts  t o  predicted band structure calculations i t  is not yet possible 

to predict f rom TED resulrs  The nature of the band s t ructure  itself, 

experience arrd correlat ion bctwten theoretical atld experimental data is  needed 

before such a task earl really b c  undertaken and  before band s t rucrure  can be 

singled out as the major Effect of the anomalous behavior observed, 

Since thr calculated energy bands for rhenium are  

Directions investigated in  which 

Further 
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Figure 1 Relativistic energy bands for rhenium with spin-orbit coupling 
6 neglected calculated by Mattheiss e 
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Figure 2 Relativistic energy bands for rhenium including the effects of 
spin-orbit coupling calculated by Mattheiss 6 ~ 



Figure 3 Intersection of the rhenium Fermi  surface with symmetry planes 
of the hexagonal Brillouin zone according to Mattheiss 6 e 

labeling denotes electrons (e) o r  holes (h) and the zone number. 
The 
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Figure 4 The Brillouin zone for the hexagonal structure with symmetry 
points and lines labeled according to the standard notation. 
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Figure 5 T E D  plot from (0001) of rhenium and a TED plot 20° f rom (0001). 
Note onset of emission is the same fo r  both cases. 



Figure 6 TED plot f rom ( lOf0 )  of rhenium. Note hump a t  low energy end 
of plot. 


